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Abstract 

A model of ada ptive autonomous agents� that (i) builds internal 

representation of events and event relations; (ii) lJtili7.es adivation 
spreading for building dynamic concepts and (iii) makes use of the 

winner-take-all paradigIH to COIHe to a decision is extended by in
troducing generaliz;ation into the IHodel. The generaliz:ation reduces 

*To whom corref:;pondance should be aJdre::;f:)ed. 
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rIlcrIlor), rcquircrIlcnts and irnprovcs pcrfonnancc in unsccn �ccncs as 

it is indicated b,Y cOlnpuler f:lirIlulaLions. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The principle goal of an autonomous agent is survival. Experiencing failure 
in satisfying this goal is, however, late for the system. The route to this 
failure should be blocked by a set of supplementary goals. These goals can 
(a) either initiate reflexes or (b) serve as the base of collection of experiences. 
The reflex system may be considered as a set of IF -THE� rules: having a 
given combination of inputs being above a given decision surface a trial is 
made to accomplish an action. The supplementary goal system and the 
experience collecting subsystem, on the other hand, may be put in the form 
of connected patterns, i.e., in the form of artificial neural networks. This 
point is important and may be justified as follows. 

The agent's information about the world is restricted. In general. no state 
as dekckd by the agent, and no action execnted by the agent can be repeated 

in a perfect fashion. Small details, dekckd or nndefeded will be different 

in each ca.se. vVe shall refer to this point as the nrst reading of the Heraclit 

principle, or principle HI' Moreover, in many cases, the differing details 
arc left nndetected since the sensory system provides restricted information 
about the world and thus the state detected by the agent and the action 
executed in that state lead to different results. Principle HI thus means that 
it is not possible to coiled rules as a first step. 

There is another reading of the Heradit principle, however, that we shall 
call principle H,. The original saying of Heradit claims that "One cannot 
step into the same river twice". \Ve can rephrase it for our purposes in the 
following way: "Although we know that it is different, although we know 
that the consequences might be different, nevertheless in most cases they are 
not, it is still possible to talk about the river and the action step." That is 
principle Ih would say the following: "It is possible to capture essential long 
lasting concepts from the sensory information." Principle HI and H2 will be 

called as principle H. 
The ronte to solve the dilemma of H is nrst to collect experiences and 

collect chains of experiences and form rnles at a lakr stage. The natnre of 

the cletedion system and the world is, however, snch that chains of experi-
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ences form a network as it follows from principle Hr. That is, we need both 
systems: the collection of IF-THEN rules, i.e. a tree-like system with sparse 
connectivity and the collection of experiences, i.e. the network of events. 

Our algoriLhm aims to connect rule-based sysLems and artificial neural 
neLworks for decision making under Lhe following building principles: (i) The 
sysLem is goal oriented. (ii) The 5Y5Lem collects experiences and chains of 
experiences. (iii) The system inLends Lo grind the experiences into the form of 
rules, extends the goal system and creates subgoals. (iv) The system should 
be memory saving. (v) The system should be of low time complexity. 

The present work is an extension of the Dynamic Concept Model (DC:\1) 
[12, til. DCM constructs an internal representation of events and a network 
of events. Activation spreading (AS ) creates dynamic concepts and decision 
making is accomplished via winner-take-all principles. As a second step gen
eralization was introduced into the model. The present work provides new 
results on the autonomous agent with generalization, such as improvement 
of perfol'lnance in unseen worlds. 

2 ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTION 

DCM ha.s the following subsystems: (i) the dimension reducing system, (ii) 
a prewired goal system, (iii) an operator or a.ction system, (iv) a. subsystem 
that builds up a. dynamic internal representation of sensory events, (v) the 
algoriLlllIl thaL designs aclion plans, and (vi) a decision sysLem (see Pig. 1). 
Details of the algorithm are given in [12]. 

The dimension reducing system Tremendous am01mt. of sensory input 

information coming from t.he ext.ernal world should he reduced to a set. of 

'high' or 'low' hit.s in order t.o huild up an efficient. int.ernal representat.ion. 
Systems considered here are cat.egori7,ing syst.ems of soft. competition , such as 
the 'where syst.em' [11,1] with spatial fi lt.ers that. reduce t.he high resolution 

iinage to a few positions and thus we aSSlune a grid systenl. The recognition of 
objects, the 'wha.t' system, may be built by several methods, e.g. [2,9, 8, :3, 7]. 
Both subsystems ha.ve bit string outpllts and it is the task of the agent to 
find Ollt the meaning of these bits. If preprocessing is not needed then the 
detector system itself may be considered as the input system. 
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The goal system The agent is equipped with a prewired goal subsystem. 
A 'goal' can be either 'high' or 'low'. If a goal is 'high' then the agent tries 
10 sel il 'low'. \"ihen il becomes 'low' then the adual evenl salisfies lhe goal 
and lhat is remembered. It is assumed lhat the goal sysLem has iLs own 
sensorti thaI tiel lhe goals 'high' or 'low'. VVhen a goal is set 'low' we say 
lhal lhe goal was sacitified. It is worlh mentioning thaI it is lhe point where 
lhe system may be connecled 10 a knowledge based sysLem: The goal syscem 
may initiate a set of actions, the "reflexes", i.e. the knowledge based system. 
In the present work such examples will not be considered. 

Operator, or action system The system is equipped with a set of inher
ited operators, that allow to make macroscopic changes in the environment. 
It is assumed that these operators fit the grid of the 'where' system. Opera
tors may be set 'high' or 'low', i.e., may be activated or deactivated. 

Internal representation of events The system collects 'events' of the 
world. An event is composed of a given internal representation of the sensory 
input (It!, the operator (0) applied in state 1[, and state 12 that the system 
reached after execllt.illg operat.or O. The colledion of these t.hree ent.it.ies 

shall be called t.riplet. Ihlring t.he course of life t.he agent experiences chains 

of triplet.s: one event. is followed by anot.her. We coiled t.hese in t.he form of 

a direct.ed graph where nodes represent. events, and arrows correspond to the 
flow of t.ime. This representation refleds that operators arc not mappings on 

the states but relations according to the H2 principle. The representation is a 
doubly weighted directed graph (or a. directed neura.!network) , where weight 
of node 1,012 is upgraded to tell how relia.bly takes operator 0 from initial 
state I, to fina'! sta.te 12. \Veight of directed arrows between triplets 1aO,1, 
and 1,021, reflect how often operator 0, is followed by operator O2. The 
direded graph of evenb is called long lerm memory (LTM). Al this poinl 
lhe syslem becomes general and may be refonnulaLed as follows: The sensory 
sysLem provides information in lhe form of 'high' and 'low' bils and operalors 
of the system are capable of changing the sensory information. The dimension 
reducing input syslem may be considered as an illuslrative example for cases 
where the sensory informat.ion is too large for direct. evaillat.ion. 



The short term memory (STM) Memory saving requires the introduc
tion of a temporary buffer, the STM. Events of the world as detected by the 
preproceesing unils are memorized in a firsl-in-first-oul finite lenglh burrer. 
II Lhe goal is reached lhen infoIInaLion conlained by the STM is lranscibed 
10 Lhe LTM. The LTM grows from lhe direction of evenLs lhaL reach the goal: 
In every case of succese, i.e., when a goal was jusL salisfied, and if lhe chain 
of evenls in the STM does nol exisL in the LTM in full, lhen the exisling 
part of thc LTM chain is lcngthcned according to the STM. The cognitive 
space (CS) is made of the LTM and thc STM. 

Designing action plans and decision making \-Vhen a goal becomes 
'high' then activation is spread from triplets, that had satisfied that goaL op
posite to the arrows of the directed graph. Spreading activation is monitored 
in nodes that have initial states identical to the present state. The highest 
activity node is chosen and activity is compared to a threshold. If the spread 
acli viLy is below threshold then an action is chosen randomly. OLherwise lhe 
operalor of lhe node is execuLed, lhe new slate is experienced, and LTM is 
updated. Acli val ion spreading is lhe means 10 reach low Lime complexiLy. It 
may be worlh noling lhat acti valion spreading could have been implemenled 
in the opposile way, thaL acli val ion is spread from lriplels Lhal have inilial 
states identical to the present internal representation. States with active 
goals could be the sinks of the activation spreading . If activation spreading 
that conserves the flow [6] is utilized then the node with the largest outgoing 
flow may be chosen in decision making. It has been shown [10] that acti
vation spreading and also the network upgrading may be put in the form 
of adaptive real-time dynamic programming [1] and thus DeM can find the 
optimal policy for the class of Markovian Decision Problems. 

3 EXPERIENCES WITH DCM 

Computer experiments led to the following conclusions [12]: (i) The length 
of the STM should be kept small to avoid complicated representations and 
to save memory. Short STM helps to find optimal solutions. However, short 
STM restricts the length of the problems the system can solve. One solu
tion that can overcome this problem is operator fusion where operators that 
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follow each other frequently may be unified into a new operator'. (ii) It is 
important to save rare events. In DCM a special form of postsynaptic learn
ing was inLroduced for this purpose. (iii) The syslem works in probabilisLic 
worlds. (iv) The sysLem can work in condilionally probabilislic worlds, when 
lhe probability of the nexl sLate depends on previous sLales. (v) In the inLer
mediale sLale of development cycles can arise. ThaL and the safe discovery of 
inleraction underlines Lhe need for exploration. (vi) InfoIlnalion collecled in 
a given world is given in a distributed form in the LTM. The representation 
is characteristic of the world and is of restricted usc in another world. The 
root of this problem is that features of an unseen world will not fit previous 
experiences and the spreading activation will not have any route. Two meth
ods come to mind to solve this problem: (a) Provide an inherited 'similarity 
measure' defined over the set of states that can group states. Predefined mea
sure, however, restricts adaptivity. (b) Find a method that can extract the 
important feat ures of the states for reaching the goal(s) : the system needs 
generalization capabilities. 

4 FROM RELATIONS TO MAPPINGS 

It was noted that operators are just relations, not mappings on the space of 
states: Thus the result of an action is in general ambiguous. It is then attrac
tive to transform the space of states in order to make operators mappings on 
the transformed space. If an operator becomes a mapping and the transfor
mation has kept the learnt information to reach the goals then we say that 

'all t.he import.ant feat.1lres are kept'. Import.ant. information t.hen may be 

vicvvcd CR "rrnr1"ging ronr;r;pt,s-' and the transfornlFiJ,ion as concept forrnatioll. 
This is in accord wit.h principle H2• 

Om working hypothesis abo1lt the world and t.he agent is that. 'emerging 

conccpts' arc ·qno.si independent', i.e. t.he cffect of operators may be esti

ma .ted by considering just a few concepts in a given sit uation, or state. A 
concept C may be given a.s a subset of I (I is the space of all possible states.) 
In Ollr case states acre given as elelnents of the set {O� l}"�, ,vhere n is a fixed 
positive integer. Here, we restrict the set of possible concepts to Holland 's 
Universe of I, i.e., to the {a, 1, *}n where string "Oh" denotes, e.g., the two 
element set {"Ol A" ," 0l1"}. 

lSuch method way be viOrked ouL, e.g. \�iith Lhe help of the genetic algoriLluIl [13], 
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5 CONCEPT GENERATION 

Concepts are important features to reach the goal and are thus formed from 
the direction of Lhe goal. CreaLing an important feature Lo reach Lhe goal 
may be viewed as Lhe creation of a subgoa1. ThaL is, goals can be considered 
as the zeroLh level concepts. A heurisLic algorithm may be given as follows. 
First, a tripleL LhaL reaches goal 9 is viewed as I OC", where Cn C I is the 
seL of sLates LhaL saLisfies goal g. Now, leL us Lake Lwo nodes (N" N2) of the 
l:l'M that satisfy the following conditions: (i) they have the same operator, 
(ii) they have the same ancestor A on the directed graph, (iii) the ancestor 
is a generalized triplet of COC' form, where C is a non-trivial concept, and 
(iv) the ancestor is reliable (see Fig. 2). In this case a new node N is added 
to the L'L\i subject to all maintenance procedures detailed in [12]. New 
connection set, being the union of the connection sets of the old nodes, is 
generated to N. Initial concept of N is the 'union' of the respective initial 
concepts of the old nodes. 'Union' of concepts (and thus simple states too) is 
constructed by saving identical bits and replacing different bits by I/*Il N has 
the joint operator of the old nodes. Final concept of N is the initial concept 
of the ancestor. The algorithm may start, if triplets that satisfy a goal are 
thought of as having an ancesLor, Lhe so called goal Lriplet. The described 
procedure is called generalizalion and is thought Lo proceed parallel wi th the 
base algorithm. 

6 RESULTS ON GENERALIZATION 

Agents and environments were simulated for the generalized DeM. The en
vironment was a grid. As it appears to the agent at every grid point an 
obstacle or food may be present. Operators of the agent were 'up', 'down', 
'tllrn kft', 'tllrn right' and 'slick'. Time to time the goal 'cat' went high. The 

inherited rule is that the goal 'cat' goes 'low' if the agent cats il food, i.e. 

stops in front of the food and applies operator 'slick'. It is asslImed that a 

sensor detects if its belly is ii Ikd and the negate of the Olltpllt of the sensor is 

icientiiied as the goal itself. The agents' sensors provide perfect information 

abollt a restricted part of the environment. The agent COli lei sec a :3 by ;3 
pa,rt of the grid with itself in the middle. 

COlnparlsons were luade between agents 1,vlthout generalization (w joC) 
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and with generalization (wG) capabilities. Both agents were trained under 
the same circumstances. Performances, i.e., steps needed to reach the goal 
as well as memory requiremenls were compared. The agenls could coiled 
knowledge in diITerenL randomly generated worlds. Al lhe end of training 

in each wodd lhe agenLs were LesLed in a predefined LesL world (see Fig. ;1). 
Parameters of the random wodds were the obstacle and food densities. The 
lesl was conduded in the most dense world. Figure 4 shows lhe perIoIInances 
of a random machine, and agents with and without generalization. Notice, 
that the performance of the wG agent is near optimal since on avarage /) steps 
were needed to reach the goal in the test world. The less dense the training 
worlds arc the larger the performance difference is between agents if enough 
time is given for training. 

Other important differences may be found in the size and the structure 
of the LTMs (see Fig. 5). In the four step STM case the wG agent has, in 
essence, a six member memory on the top two levels. (The top level consists 
of events that reached the goal.) Below that level the branching ratio is high. 
On the other hand, the w/oG agent has a low branching ratio memory at 
every level with a larger number of memories at higher levels. The size of 
the memory is much smaller for the wG agent at levels where generalization 
was efficient. 

The generalization replaces bits of the input by 'don't care' ("*") signs. 
It may be asked how large part of the input could be generalized at a step. 
According to the computer simulations 'broad' generalizations, i.e., general
i7.ation of a large n11mber of bits, are less efficient. When a larger n11mber 

of bit.s can be generali7.ed in one st.ep t.hen small generali7.at.ions are not 

made. This leads to overgenerali7.ed t.riplets that. cannot. be f1lft.her general

i7.ed witho11t. t.he loss of all t.he information. The sit.11at.ion leads t.o C11st.oms 

or 'sl1perst.it.ions' t.hat tend to lengt.hen the average n11mber of st.eps t.o reach 

the goal. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The st.arting point. t.hat ne111'Ons can be considered as b11ilding blocks of 

knowledge based systems as well as the basic units of neural networks and 
the observation that adaptive autonomous agents need a backing ' rule based 
system' in order to develop their own, were explored. The solution suggested 
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is to build internal representation of events and to apply activation spreading 
on the internal representation for creating dynamic concepts and for com
ing 10 decisions. This unique combination resulls in systems of low lime 
complexity. In addiLion, there is a pOSbibilily for generalization allowing sub
bLantial uecreabe of IueIIlory requireIIlenis a.t; well as fUIlctioning in unseen 
en viroIlIIlenLs. 
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Figure 2: Generation of a ne"" concept with generalization 
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